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A customer scans the expiration date on gallons of milk sitting at a Safeway grocery store in Washington.

(TIME.com) -- Use-by dates are contributing to millions of pounds of
wasted food each year.

A new report from the Natural Resources Defense Council and
Harvard Law School's Food Law and Policy Clinic says Americans
are prematurely throwing out food, largely because of confusion over
what expiration dates actually mean.

Most consumers mistakenly believe that expiration dates on food
indicate how safe the food is to consume, when these dates actually
aren't related to the risk of food poisoning or foodborne illness.

Food dating emerged in the 1970s, prompted by consumer demand
as Americans produced less of their own food but still demanded
information about how it was made. The dates solely indicate
freshness, and are used by manufacturers to convey when the
product is at its peak. That means the food does not expire in the
sense of becoming inedible.

For un-refrigerated foods, there may be no difference in taste or
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quality, and expired foods won't necessarily make people sick.

But according to the new analysis, words like "use by" and "sell by"
are used so inconsistently that they contribute to widespread
misinterpretation — and waste — by consumers. More than 90% of
Americans throw out food prematurely, and 40% of the U.S. food
supply is tossed--unused--every year because of food dating.

TIME.com: Rates of foodborne illnesses largely unchanged

Eggs, for example, can be consumed three to five weeks after
purchase, even though the "use by" date is much earlier. A box of
mac-and-cheese stamped with a "use by" date of March 2013 can
still be enjoyed on March 2014, most likely with no noticeable
changes in quality.

"We are fine with there being quality or freshness dates as long as it
is clearly communicated to consumers, and they are educated about
what that means," says study co- author Emily Broad Leib, the
director of Harvard Food Law & Policy Clinic. "There should be a
standard date and wording that is used. This is about quality, not
safety. You can make your own decision about whether a food still
has an edible quality that's acceptable to you."

TIME.com: Is it worth it to buy organic?

Because food dating was never about public health, there is no
national regulation over the use of the dates, although the Food and
Drug Administration and U.S. Department of Agriculture technically
have regulatory power over the misbranding of products. The only
federally required and regulated food dating involves infant formula,
since the nutrients in formula lose their potency as time goes on.

What regulation does exist occurs at the state level — and all but
nine states in the United States have food dating rules but these vary
widely.

"What's resulted from [the FDA letting states come up with
regulation] is really a patchwork of all sorts of different rules for
different products and regulations around them," says study co-
author Dana Gunders, a staff scientist with the NRDC's food and
agriculture program. "Sometimes a product needs a date, sometimes
it doesn't. Sometimes a product cannot be sold after a different date.
Or there is no requirement at all. Even with different categories there
is so much variability."

The result is a confused public — and tons of wasted food.

TIME.com: Illnesses from imported foods are on the rise

Correcting these entrenched misconceptions, however, won't be
easy. The report authors say the re-education could start with a
clearer understanding of what the dates mean.

"Use by" and "Best by": These dates are intended for consumer
use, but are typically the date the manufacturer deems the product
reaches peak freshness. It's not a date to indicate spoilage, nor does
it necessarily signal that the food is no longer safe to eat.

"Sell by": This date is only intended to help manufacturers and
retailers, not consumers. It's a stocking and marketing tool provided
by food makers to ensure proper turnover of the products in the store
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so they still have a long shelf life after consumers buy them.
Consumers, however, are misinterpreting it as a date to guide their
buying decisions. The report authors say that "sell by" dates should
be made invisible to the consumer.

Four ways to combat food waste

Jena Roberts, vice president for business development at the food
testing firm, National Food Lab, studies "shelf-stable" properties of
foods to help manufacturers determine what date indicates when
their products are at their best.

"The food has to be safe, that's a given," says Roberts. "[The
manufacturers] want to make sure the consumer eats and tastes a
high quality product."

But she acknowledges that even if the food is consumed after its
ideal quality date, it's not harmful. A strawberry-flavored beverage
may lose its red color, the oats in a granola bar may lose its crunch,
or the chocolate clusters in a cereal may start to 'bloom' and turn
white. While it may not look appetizing, the food is still safe to eat.

"It's a confusing subject, the difference between food quality and food
safety. Even in the food industry I have colleagues who are not
microbiologists who get confused," she says.

TIME.com: How to stop the superbugs

The report authors aren't against food date labeling. The system was
created to provide more information to consumers, but it's important
that people know how to use that data.

"The interest is still there on the part of the consumers, but we want
this to be clearly communicated so consumers are not
misinterpreting the data and contributing to a bunch of waste," says
Gunders.

While the food industry could make changes to date labels voluntarily
— such as having the dates read when food is most likely to spoil —
the study authors also call for legislation by Congress to develop
national standards that would standardize a single set of dating
requirements.

Such standards may already be in the works; following the release of
the report, Congresswoman Nita Lowey, the senior Democrat on the
House Appropriations Committee and author of the Freshness
Disclosure Act says she will be reintroducing legislation to Congress
that calls for establishing a consistent food dating system in the
United States.

"I look forward to reintroducing this legislation this Congress and
working with colleagues on both sides of the aisle to fix this glaring
gap in our nation's food safety laws so that American consumers
have the information they need," Lowey said in a statement.

You can read the full report and recommendations, here.

In the meantime, for tips on what expiration dates really mean, see
our examples, here.

This story was originally published on TIME.com
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This country is so weird. We have the fattest population, and are the biggest throwers
of food too. How does that work?
I think the real issue no one is talking about is our compulsive shopping.
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Actually Mexico stole that crown from us - they are now the fattest.
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And it's almost entirely the women. The guys are skinny. Latina's all get
fat the moment they hit 30.
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They're eating to many carbs, like corn, tortillas and beans and
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• Reply •

They're eating to many carbs, like corn, tortillas and beans and
not too many can afford meat. In the US it's the same thing,
carbs carbs carbs sugars and stuff. "Fat" is the evil word and
should be avoided. Which is all false. Cut the carbs and increase
the fat, and we all will be skinny again.

  41  1  

• Reply •

sonofgadfly  •  4 months ago Babbaboo

The culprit is not carbs or fat. The culprit is the notion that food
is a form of entertainment. We are taught from an early age that
things like Skittles or Lucky Charms have magical powers that
can somehow transform our pathetic lives into something special
and spectacular. If we would simply seek our entertainment and
"magic" elsewhere, we would be thinner and healthier.

  48  2  

• Reply •

heymoe2001  •  4 months ago sonofgadfly

The entertainment thing is certainly true. Every event has to
include food.
Going to church? Have donuts. Going to a meeting? There will
be donuts. Even kids sports practices have to include snacks.

  24  

• Reply •

sonofgadfly  •  4 months ago heymoe2001

Who goes to church? And what do donuts have to do with food?

  20  4  

• Reply •

iibw  •  4 months ago sonofgadfly

Based my own experience, the real culprit is SUGAR. There is
way too much sugar in the American diet! Once I made the effort
to stop eating things that are sweet (under the doctor's orders,) I
lost weight, my cholesterol levels dropped from 236 to 180, and
my blood pressure also dropped from 141/80 to 117/65...all
within 3 weeks. I'm not exaggerating. Replace sugar with
protein, and take 4 capsules of fish oil every day to replace the
bad fat with good fat....it works for me!

  4  

• Reply •

UmmNope  •  4 months ago Babbaboo

I think its more about the refined carbs. They eat a lot of sugar --
like us.

  13  

• Reply •

Annaaaaaaaa  •  4 months ago Shawnk44

Not all of them. You are probably talking about the Latinos who
live in Mexico. I am from Peru and i am not fat. If you are going
to hate, hate in general not people you don't know.

  13  

• Reply •

Sman88  •  4 months ago Shawnk44

You know why there are no skinny latina's after age 29? The fat
ones eat them.

  27  5  

• Reply •

Annaaaaaaaa  •  4 months ago Sman88

...

  6  1  
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• Reply •  6  1  

• Reply •

misdirection  •  4 months ago Shawnk44

And it's everywhere.

  

• Reply •

lroy77  •  4 months ago harper, k -

But the salsa (even mild) will clear those sinuses!

  6  

• Reply •

David J Boyer  •  4 months ago dt

My common reply to when my friends in other countries make fun of America
for being fat ... "If your food didn't taste so horrible you would be fat too"

  43  2  

• Reply •

lordryoko  •  4 months ago David J Boyer

heh I like that answer....and I am not American heh :)

  7  

• Reply •

David J Boyer  •  4 months ago lordryoko

My friends always laugh :D When im in EU I tend to lose weight,
when they are in the US they tend to gain it too :D

  14  

• Reply •

Jake Kelly  •  4 months ago David J Boyer

People in America is not overweight because the food here is
good. We are overweight because we eat way more than we
should and it's usually unhealthy and over processed food; that
besides all the hormones and added stuff they put in everything
here. Italy, Spain, Argentina, Greece (and I can go on with the
list) have the best and most delicious food in the world and they
don't have to deal with obesity. Sorry but it seems you didn't
travel enough to make such comment. Food in the States is just
over processed junk and we eat just too much of it.

  73  2  

• Reply •

SBook2515  •  4 months ago Jake Kelly

A few years back I spent a couple of months attending school in
Italy. I ate in abundance the pasta, the bread, the cheese (and
oh, WOW, the cheeses they have over there...), all the things that
we in the U.S. are terrified will make us fat. I lost over 20 pounds
without even trying. I think what made the difference really was
not eating so many processed foods. Of course, eating the fresh
stuff was a lot easier in Italy since the prices for fresh fruits and
vegetables were about half what we pay in the U.S...

  59  

Sunshine  •  3 months ago SBook2515

I am an American who currently lives in Germany and I can
100% concur with what you are saying SBook2515. Here they
have wonderful bread and cheese and BEER (haha) Most
German food is fried or covered in delicious gravy!AND THE
FRENCH FRIES are out of this world! HOWEVER, I have maybe
see 1 or 2 obese Germans...The differense in them and
Americans? They are so active! Always out hiking, riding bikes,
working their farms. It is illegal to use enriched flours of GMOs
and they also do not put Fluoride in the water. they do not use
sugar like we do and like you said the vegitables and fruits are
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• Reply •

sugar like we do and like you said the vegitables and fruits are
really cheap and mostly locally grown! Their animals are treated
humanly, chickens roam pastures along with cows and horses. It
really is just wonderful to see. Even though most of the smoke
the live expectiancy is higher than ours. Weight gain really is
about lifestyle and being conscience of what we are putting into
our bodies. Our food tastes better in american because we use
so many unatural additives like MSG, sugar and enriched
wheats. No Bueno.

  

• Reply •

tallblondes  •  4 months ago SBook2515

I <3 you, SBook2515. haha

  

• Reply •

David J Boyer  •  4 months ago Jake Kelly

It was a joke, and for my age I've traveled quite a bit the past
three years :)

  5  

• Reply •

Babbaboo  •  4 months ago David J Boyer

I was in europe recently and gained 8lbs in 2 weeks. When I
returned back to America I lost all of it.

  4  1  

• Reply •

David J Boyer  •  4 months ago Babbaboo

It really depends on where and what you are doing, if you are
just partying and drinking then thats one thing, I gain weight
every time I go on vacation from that. When I lived in Amsterdam
I went on a normal diet and actually lost about 30 lbs pretty
quick. I also cooked most of my food. But in germany I ate like a
king every day ... I love the food there.

  4  

• Reply •

JoeNCA  •  4 months ago David J Boyer

When I'm in the EU, I also tend to pick up smoking. :-)

  1  

• Reply •

David J Boyer  •  4 months ago JoeNCA

yeah i lived in amsterdam for a few months and picked that up ...
but it seems like certain parts ... in norway everyone just uses
snus even the women ... in serbia every just smokes

  

• Reply •

tmc8080  •  4 months ago David J Boyer

For some people its the combination of carbs, protiens and
sugars along with not getting off their rears and moving EVERY
DAY.

  

• Reply •

David J Boyer  •  4 months ago tmc8080

Yeh ... fast forward through time and I think wall-e's comedic
presentation of human future might be right on.

  1  

sonofgadfly  •  4 months ago David J Boyer

That has got to be the lamest, most condescending excuse for over-
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• Reply •

That has got to be the lamest, most condescending excuse for over-
eating I have ever encountered. American food isn't even very good. It's
just plentiful and heavily marketed.

  4  1  

• Reply •

heymoe2001  •  4 months ago sonofgadfly

Well, compared to British food, it is quite good.

  8  1  

• Reply •

David J Boyer  •  4 months ago sonofgadfly

Its called a joke not an excuse. *smh*

  3  

• Reply •

sonofgadfly  •  4 months ago David J Boyer

And your friends in other countries laugh at this?

  1  1  

• Reply •

David J Boyer  •  4 months ago sonofgadfly

"lordryoko David J Boyer • 2 days ago!heh I like that
answer....and I am not American heh :)"

I dont know what your travel experience is, but maybe if you pull
the stick out of your .... well you know ... then you would have
friends who laugh at you too.

  5  

• Reply •

Baco  •  3 months ago David J Boyer

Friends laugh with you, not at you! ;<{D}}}} just sayin'

  

• Reply •

Hank S  •  4 months ago David J Boyer

I came to the same realization when I visited several European
countries. Forget Italian Dressing or Ranch, the only salad dressing in
Italy was "vinegar and olive oil". Thinking about some cheesy or buttery
garlic bread at a fancy restaurant? Nope, but they had some old bread
that was so hard that it was cut with an actual saw! Between that, rotten
looking cured meats, snails, and nasty smelly cheeses, it was no
wonder the lines snaked out of the few McDonald's and KFC
restaurants that we passed by! (Not saying all food was bad, just that
there is no way people are going to get fat on any of it)

  1  

• Reply •

David J Boyer  •  4 months ago Hank S

I've been to a lot of places ... I honestly was expecting to get so
fat off of EU food ... and for the most part unless I was paying an
arm and a leg I wasnt too impressed, but their junk food is pretty
much just as good. Now having a home serbian meal was pretty
damn good, but the rest of the time we just ate junk.

  

Tabitha24  •  4 months ago dt

Part of the issue is that everything is sold in mega/family size so when you're
on your own, you wind up having to throw out food that's gone bad, ie: if I
want a salad, I'll buy a head of lettuce, a tomato, etc. But I only need a few
lettuce leaves. If I don't feel like having salad again for a while, the whole thing
wilts and I have to toss it.

I like eating grapes too but they're sold in big family-sized mega bunches and I
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• Reply •

I like eating grapes too but they're sold in big family-sized mega bunches and I
can't eat that many before they go bad. Ditto with cheese - cheddar is sold in
big blocks, not "here's a 3 servings" size. Same with yogurt ... I don't want a 12
pack but you can't buy just one small single serving of yogurt. Same with
bread. I might eat a slice every week or two so there's no way I can get through
the whole loaf before it goes bad. So out it goes to the birds.

Yes, I throw away quite a bit of food but that's because food isn't sold in "just
for one" quantities. This means I also buy a lot of processed foods because
they don't go bad. Which means I don't eat as healthy as I'd like to and it also
means that I carry around a bit of pudge.

  25  1  

• Reply •

mariposaman  •  4 months ago Tabitha24

I disagree, I live on my own but have learned to preserve food. Using
your examples, grapes will tray freeze, bag them and eat them as a
sweet frozen snack. Cut cheese into smaller pieces, wrap well and
freeze. Take out pieces as you need them and let defrost in the fridge.
They taste the same, might be a bit more crumbly is all. Some people
grate and freeze, and use only the amount they need for grilled cheese
or a garnish. You can buy single servings of yogurt. Bread will keep in
the fridge, or you can freeze. Use half a loaf from the fridge, freeze half
a loaf. I make a big pot of stew or spaghetti, then freeze in individual
containers, that way I have several days of meals, and only cook once,
reheating in the microwave. Buy bagged salad, there are only about
three servings in one bag, and you can buy just one tomato. I get a lot
of "expired" fruit and veggies, eat some right away and cook, freeze or
dry the rest. (I am eating some home dried banana chips right now). I
will buy "expired" milk and juice because stores discount the price a
day or so ahead of the "expiry" date. If I cannot use it right away, milk
and juice will freeze in the carton, and I will take one out and let it
defrost overnight when I need it. I throw out little food, and save a
bundle by buying food close to the expiry date.

  49  

• Reply •

Tabitha24  •  4 months ago mariposaman

These are good tips - thank you.

  14  

freyja  •  4 months ago Tabitha24

I second the suggestion of freezing, especially grapes and other fruit. If
you get the large red grapes, they taste like frozen sugary popsicles,
and you eat fewer of them when they're frozen. I'd recommend though
to thoroughly wash them and then thoroughly dry them first. If you put
them in the freezer with water droplets, they'll have odd-tasting ice
crystals all over them.

Also, did you know you can freeze bread? I thought that was a crazy
suggestion until I tried it. I bought some jalapeno cheese bread, and
froze the rest of the loaf in double wrapped freezer paper. I let it thaw
throughout the day and when I got home from work, I toasted it slice
and it tasted very fresh.

Once last suggestion, you might evaluate how you are storing your
vegetables. Many vegetables should not be stored in the plastic bags
from the grocery. They should be taken out, washed in vinegar/water,
thoroughly dried, and left in the veggie bin just like that. I promise your
tomatoes will last longer if you try that.
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• Reply •  10  

• Reply •

Tabitha24  •  4 months ago freyja

Thanks - I'll try these suggestions too.

  3  

• Reply •

Kayla Greyeyes  •  4 months ago Tabitha24

Where do u shop 
A warehouse store
At my local grocery store I can go in buy a small loaf of bread for like a
dollar at the in store bakery, find a single serving of yougurt and a few
slices of preslice cheese at the deliand you could maybe grow your own
lettuce in a pot as small as ten inches

  10  1  

• Reply •

Honeycrisp48  •  4 months ago Tabitha24

Tabitha, consider cutting your purchases in half and giving some away
to other people. I am lucky to have my family near by. They get all the
stuff I have to buy in larger pertions minus what I need.

  6  

• Reply •

Lisa Galligan  •  4 months ago Tabitha24

LOL. And at my house that bunch of grapes is never big enough. Not
even a single meals worth. Even the mega bunchs have like 4 hefty
servings in them so that is 4 days worth, grapes should still be good for
4 days.... Also why can't you eat 12 single servings of yogurt before
they go bad (I seem to recall use by dates a good month out and 2-3
yogurts a week is h ardly gluttonuse). Plus, I see plenty of single
servngs of yogurt being sold. They cost between 70 cents and $1.20 I'd
say depending on brand and type. I guess because you are the same
person that eats on average half a slice of bread per week. I think you
eating habits need to change. By a loaf of bread: one day have a
sandwich, then two days have a slice or two of toast with breakfast,
then a sandwich. Keep doing that until the loaf of bread is gone then
don't buy bread for a week or two if you've grown tired of it. Then buy a
loaf and use the bread. I see bagged salads "for two" so perhaps look
for those. Really I have the opposite problem I have to buy so many
small packages of things to get what I need that all the packaging waste
seems so ridiculous.

  3  

• Reply •

Nasdel  •  4 months ago Tabitha24

Well they're not going to sell lettuce by the leaf...just buy premade it'll
actually be cheaper for a single serving or maybe even two depending
on the size.

  2  

• Reply •

Honeycrisp48  •  4 months ago Nasdel

But lettuce from the salad bar ( or carrot stick, strips of pepper
or a spoon full of mushrooms) is possible in many grocery stores
and a way to buy only what you use.

  5  

Shawnk44  •  4 months ago Tabitha24

It is your own fault for purchasing items you cannot consume before
expiration. There are plenty of food items you could purchase and
consume before they rot. You choose not to.
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Load more comments

• Reply •

consume before they rot. You choose not to.

  5  7  

• Reply •

Sneaky101  •  4 months ago Shawnk44

bro did you even read her post.... she said that they only sell
grapes in the super mega size where she lives. Is she suppose to
never eat a grape again because she can't finish a super mega
bag before it expires?

  3  

• Reply •

guest53  •  4 months ago dt

regarding obesity: people work hard here and many eat out. when you eat out
you're dependent on the quality of food the restaurant buys. for instance, they
may be able to offer the best price in town because their ingredients are loaded
with salt, or hydrogenated fat, or other poorer quality ingredients excessive
amounts of which are bad for you. restaurants don't have to use food labels
like the ones on the backs of cans, and most people have not a clue as to
what's in the food they're eating when they eat out: they only know it tastes
good and it's in their price range.
regarding throwing food out: my opinion, if supermarkets offered their
customers cut rate deals on throwaways and post expiration date food for a
10th of the price, said markets would have a minimum food waste problem. I
was at my local grocery store some months ago and was buying bread which
was on sale and one loaf was damaged (still perfectly edible but parts of the
loaf had been mangled during the packaging process). During checkout I
asked the lady helping me with my sale (who happened to be the manager) if I
could buy the messed up loaf for a discount. She said no because they could
return it to the baker for credit. there are lots of ways markets could get
damaged food to citizens who need it but they're a business and their business
is to sell food, not to give it away. I'd have to ask my local store how they
handle food waste to get additional information...some probably work with
nonprofits to get food to poor people, i.e., food pantries. I don't know if stores
will work with individual customers, I'll ask...
regarding compulsive shopping: that becomes much less of a problem with
dwindling funds...

  24  2  

• Reply •

lroy77  •  4 months ago guest53

I once had a boss who didn't believe in leftovers. When I go to a casual
restaurant (i.e.99 which is like Applebees) and definitely Hong Kong (a
local Chinese/Cantonese restaurant) I get enough for two or three
meals. It's as expensive as a week's worth frozen dinners not on sale.

  8  
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